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Veleda Press presents Witches and Pagans: 
Women in European Folk Religion

by Max Dashú 

A new perspective on women in European culture and history
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What they’re saying about Witches and Pagans:  
Women in European Folk Religion 

“A monumental moment in women’s history, as well as Pagan history, is upon us, with the release of 
Max Dashu’s new book Witches and Pagans. Over 40 years worth of research and effort created this 
book, and its companion volumes to follow. It’s a landmark work, easily the most important new Pa-
gan title of the year, if not the decade.” —Yeshe Matthews, co-founder, Mothers of New Time

“Max Dashú writes with lucidity and a compelling awareness of the silencing of women in male-cen-
tered cultures—especially women’s silencing in patriarchal religion. Max has spent decades excavat-
ing the exceptionally rich materials—linguistic, archaeological, mythological—found in this book, 
and uncovering clues to the spiritual spheres of pre-patriarchal women. A true tour de force!” —
Miriam Robbins Dexter, author of Whence the Goddesses: a Source Book; Sacred Display: Divine and 
Magical Female Figures of Eurasia, and other works

“Reading this book is like opening a box filled with jewels left to you by ancestors you never knew 
you had. The sheer number of facts and suggestions of facts is overwhelming.  … Women preserved 
ancient mysteries that celebrated female powers of creativity as they went about the tasks of their dai-
ly lives. It was not so easy to stamp these practices out, because women understood their songs and 
rituals to be essential for the continued flourishing of life. Thank you, Max for your brilliant work. 
May it change the way we see the world!” —Carol Christ, author of Goddess and God in the World: 
Conversations in Embodied Theology; Rebirth of the Goddess; and She Who Changes.  

“Max Dashú’s life long passion for re-search has produced this astounding volume, finding female 
forms buried in religious and academic traditions of masculine convention. So much has been 
erased, covered over, re-named, rendered invisible, beyond imagination. This volume is a necessary 
and timely journey of reclamation as Max Dashú traces shifts in meanings while bringing us folk 
tales, priestcraft distortions, scholarly problems and this grounding story of female traditions.”  
—Sarah Lucia Hoagland, author of Lesbian Ethics
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So, explained an Old English translator, witches counseled 
the people to “bring their offerings to earth-fast stone, 
and also to trees and to wellsprings—as the witches teach.” 
These women were carrying out ceremonies of reverence 
for Nature —something very different than what we have 
been taught about witches. 

In this compelling exploration of language, archaeology, 
medieval literature and art, Max Dashu pulls the covers 
off of heritages known to few but scholarly specialists. 
She shows that the old ethnic names for “witch” signify 
wise-woman, prophetess, diviner, healer, and dreamer.  
 
She fleshes out the spiritual culture of the Norse völur, with 
their incantations, oracular ceremonies, and “sitting-out” 
on the land for wisdom. As archaeology now shows, their 
ritual staffs symbolized the distaff, a spinning tool that 
connects with broader European themes of goddesses, fates, 
witches, and female power.

Witches and Pagans is a sourcebook on heathen traditions:  
Anglo-Saxon proverbs about Wyrd as weaver of destiny, 
and fatas, faeries and elves. It plunges down to the mega-
lithic taproot of the elder kindreds and the ancestral Old 
Woman the Irish knew as the Cailleach.

Swa wiccan taeca∂ ::: “as the witches teach”  

The book draws on Frankish and German priestly sources to trace the 
foundational witch-legend of the Women Who Go by Night with the 
Goddess, “the witch Holda,” and her links to women’s spinning sacra-
ments. It also examines the sexual politics of early witch burnings and 
the female ordeal of walking on red-hot ploughshares. Other chapters 
scan the cultural record to uncover herb-chanters, crystal balls, runes, 
and concepts of soul, spirit, and vital power. 

Putting the common woman at the center results in a very different Eu-
ropean history than what is usually taught. Max Dashu has mined sagas, 
laws, church canons, illuminated manuscripts and sculpture to uncover  
the spiritual leadership of women, and the goddesses, fates, and ancestors 
they revered. 

Witches and Pagans gathers many lost strands to reweave the ripped webs 
of women’s culture in a Europe that has been hidden from view.

408 pages. 140 illustrations. Endnotes and bibliography. 
See contents, preface, and chapter excerpts at www.veleda.net/
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Short Bio

Max Dashu founded the Suppressed Histories Archives in 1970 to research and document 
global women’s history, their philosophies and cultural treasures. She is internationally 

known for her expertise on ancient female iconography, female shamans, witches and the 
witch hunts. Her book Witches and Pagans: Women in European Folk Culture is a landmark 

resource on a cultural history that is barely known to most people today.

Medium Length Bio
Max Dashu founded the Suppressed Histories Archives in 1970 to research global women’s 
history and heritages. Her legendary slideshows bring to light female realities hidden from 
view—from ancient iconography to leaders, medicine women and rebels. From her collec-

tion of over 40,000 images, Dashu has cre-
ated hundreds of slideshows, which she has 
presented at universities, conferences, and 

many grassroots venues.  
 

Dashú has produced two  videos: Woman 
Shaman: the Ancients (2013) and Women’s 
Power in Global Perspective (2008), and a 
series of posters on female iconography.  

www.suppressedhistories.net 

The Suppressed Histories page on Facebook 
is followed by 148,000 people, and views 
of Dashu’s articles consistently rank in the 
top 1% of views on Academia.edu. Her 
book Witches and Pagans  is the first volume 
in the series Secret History of the Witches to 
be published (see p. 6 for contents of series). 

  

Photo downloads for media and event publicity  

 Max Dashu: www.veleda.net/mediakit/photos.html

Book cover, other images www.veleda.net/mediakit/bookgrafix.html

See more of Dashu’s work at  
www.facebook.com/pages/Suppressed-Histories-Archives/333661528320
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Max Dashu founded the Suppressed Histories Archives in 1970, to 
research and document women’s history on a global scale. She built 
up a collection of 15,000 slides and 30,000 digital images. From 
these archaeological and historic images she has created 150 visual 
presenta tions on female cultural heritages.  

Dashu began to present slide shows in 1974, mostly at feminist 
bookstores and coffeehouses, to make women’s history accessible. 
She has since presented hundreds of visual talks to all kinds of 
audiences: at universities, conferences, museums, bookstores, 
community centers, libraries and schools, in North America, 
Europe, and Australia. She has keynoted at numerous conferences, 
and published in numerous journals and anthologies, such as  
Goddesses in World Mythology (Praeger, 2010).  
 
This book is the first volume to be published in the series Secret 
History of the Witches. (See outline of its volumes on page 6.) Either 
of two live in-person visual presentations can be scheduled as book 
tour events: Witches and Pagans; or The Distaff: Fates, Witches and 
Women’s Power. [Requires digital projector.] maxdashu@LMI.net 
  
Daily posts on the Suppressed Histories page on Facebook 
are followed by 149,000 people from around the world. Page views 
of Dashu’s articles (and some advance book excerpts) consistently 
remain in the top 1% on Academia.edu.  
(https://suppressedhistories.academia.edu/MaxDashu )

Max Dashu has created two videos with a fully international 
scope: Women’s Power in Global Pers  pec tive (2008) and Woman 
Shaman: the Ancients (2013). Her Heritages poster series illustrates 
global patterns such as Female Icons; Breastpots, and Vulva Stones. 

Dashu offers live webcasts of her visual talks, including Rebel 
Shamans: Women Confront Empire; Deasophy; Witch Hunts; Female 
Rebels and Mavericks; and Female Icons. A full listing of presen  -
tations (or rather those digitized so far) can be viewed on the 
Suppressed Histories Archives website, along with many articles 
and book excerpts. 

www.suppressedhistories.net
Brochure, circa 1987
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 Witches and Pagans:  
Women in European Folk Religion 

 
CONTENTS 

    Preface

    The Webs of Wyrd

    Wyccecræ¦ft

    Names of the Witch

    Völur

    Runes

    Cailleachan, Dísir, Hags

    the Witch Holda and her retinue

    Early Burnings

    Völuspá

    Conclusion

    Endnotes

    Bibliography

 
Detailed description of contents at:

www.veleda.net/contents.pdf
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Interviews ::: sample questions
 
How did a mythology evolve about Women Who Go By Night with the Goddess?

What was the Miracle of the Bones, and what did it have to do with goddess traditions? 

Why was the distaff (spinners’ wand) significant in mythology and ceremonial practice?

What is the historical basis for witches’ wands and crystal balls?

How do the witches’ animal spirit mounts and ceremonial staffs 
compare with shamanic traditions in other parts of the world?

Describe the role of incantation in female prophecy in the Norse 
sei∂r ceremony.

What kind of ceremonies did women perform in reverence for 
the Fates, or Norns?

Explain the relationship of fée, fada, faery to the Fates, enchant-
ment, and the spirit world.

What is the original meaning of “heathen,” and how does it relate to names for Iberian 
witches and Norse seeresses? 

Why are priestly penitential manuals important sources on pagan beliefs and practices?

Describe some of the healing practices repressed by the early medieval priesthood.

What evidence exists for ancestor veneration in medieval Europe? the Grandmothers called 
dísir and fylgjur in Scandinavia?  
Who was the Cailleach, and how is she related to ancient megalithic temples in Ireland? 

How was nurturing Mother Earth 
transformed into the sexualized and 
demonized figure of Luxuria? 

Explain the meaning of this Spanish 
law circa 1100: “A woman who is a 
witch or sorceress shall be burned 
or saved by iron.”

What do the ethnic names for 
witches tell us about the spiritual 
gifts and leadership attributed to 
them in early medieval times?
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Secret history of the witches  
outline of the series by max dashu

   I.   the elder kindreds & indo-europeans  
   II.  Pythias, melissae, and pharmakides 

   III. tribal europe 

   Iv. Sybils, sagae, and roman patriarchy   
   V.  magna mater, a new religion, and  
 the imperial church

   VI.   Women in a time of overlords

   VII.  Witches and pagans: 700-1100  (current volume)

   VIII. priestcraft in the sword-age

   IX.   under seige

   X.    The witches’ goddess 

   XI.   The sorcery charge

   XII.  Female spheres of power 

   XIII. Witch hunts  
   XIV.  The Terror

   XV.   Europe’s madness 
   XVI.  legacies and resurgences

Chapter excerpts from these volumes are available on
www.suppressedhistories.net  and

https://suppressedhistories.academia.edu/MaxDashu

For Vol VII, Witches and Pagans: Women in European Folk Religion,  
see www.veleda.net for chapter excerpts, Table of Contents and Preface  
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To host an event in your city: 

Two visual talks on Witches and Pagans are suggested for book tours in 2016-2017

The Distaff: Fates, Witches, and Women’s Power
The distaff, a spinner’s wand, has symbolized female power for 
millenna. In Europe it was associated with goddesses, fatas and 
faeries, witches and saints. Among them were Athena, Frigga, 
the Parcae and Matronae; Mother Earth, Berthe Pédauque, 
Holle and Fraw Percht, Lughia Rajosa, Paraskyeva L’nyanitsa 
and Sainte Germaine de Pibrac.  
 
This presentation highlights archaeologial finds of Norse sha-
manic staffs in the shape of distaffs, discoveries that link the 
völva seeresses of Scandinavia with Fates and women’s ceremo-
ny in other European countries.  
 

Witches and Pagans: Archaeology and Folk Memory 
A look at ancient seeresses, cauldrons, crystal balls and divinatory 
sieves. Then on to legendary witches:Norse seeress sitting on stones, 
with a waterfall nearby, and holding a distaff-shaped wand Tlacht-
ga, Mongfind, Libushe, Kundry and Heiðr (or Gullveig). The völur, 
“staff-women of Scandinavia,” and the seið ceremony. The Fates, Norns, 
Sudenice, Wyrd, the Three Weird Sisters, and faery godmothers. Weav-
ers, spinners, and healers as recorded by priestly penitential books. 
Sweathouses in Ireland, Portugal, Russia and Finland. Names of the 
Witch, from prophetess to healer. The Witches’ Goddess, and women 
who go by night on spirit animals, brooms or distaffs.

Tech requirements for visual talks:  
digital projection, screen or other suitable projection surface (such 
as light-colored wall), mic and amp, table for projector and laptop, 
3-prong extension cords; and seating. 

Either presentation can be combined with readings from Witches and Pagans, questions and discussion.

Contact: maxdashu@LMI.net
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QUOTABLES from the book

Chapter 4, The Völur: 
 
“Alone she sat out,” says the Völuspá, when Oðinn 
came seeking wisdom from the völva.109 She was 
absorbed in útiseta, or sitja úti: “sitting out” on the 
land as a heathen dreamer. Thus, the oldest Eddic 
poem shows a woman practicing the ancient way of 
“communing with spirits, out of doors at night.”110 
A Latin text describes sitja úti as “paying attention 
with incantations by night in the open air.” 

Later sagas refer to útiseta, and so do the Old Nor-
wegian laws, which “strictly banned all ‘sitting out at 
night for the sake of evoking spirits,’ útiseta at vekja 
troll upp, or útisetumenn er troll vekja, ‘people that 
sit out at night in order to evoke spirits.’” An 1178 
law of an Icelandic bishop condemned those who 
“sit out at night for the sake of gaining knowledge,’ 
sitja úti til fródleiks.” 

For the sake of gaining knowledge: that is the crux 
of it. These land-based vigils have parallels in North 
American vision quests, Siberian shamans going 
alone into the forest for long periods, and Hindu, 
Buddhist, or Taoist sages meditating in the wil-
derness. But a nearer connection existed within 
Europe, in the early medieval German concept of 
hliodarsaza, “hearing-sitting.”

v

Chapter 5, Runes: 

The Gesta Herwardus Saxonis (1068) described how 
English women held nocturnal dialogues with the 
spirit guardian of a spring (custos fontium):  
 

In the middle of the night, the women go 
out in silence to the springs of east-flow-
ing waters; Hereward saw them go out of 
the house beside the garden; and he im-
mediately followed them, and heard them 
from a distance, conversing with I know 
not what guardian of the spring, asking 
questions and waiting for answers.

Chapter 3, Names of the Witch: 
 
Modern “Western” culture is saturated with 
demonized concepts of the witch, while lacking 
knowledge about authentic cultural practices in 
its own past. For this reason, many readers will be 
surprised to find that the oldest names for witch in 
European languages emphasize their spiritual gifts: 
powers of prophecy, divination, and incantation; 
of healing, herbal knowledge, shapeshifting and 
shamanic flight.  
 
Some cultures named witches after their magical 
staffs or masks or animal spirits. Others described 
them in language relating to Wisdom, Fate, and 
the Mysteries. With few exceptions, the old witch-
titles honored these women as cultural authorities, 
in sharp contrast to later diabolist stereotypes that 
portrayed witches exclusively as demonic cursers 
and destroyers.  

One of the Norse names used for such women was 
fjölkynngi, “of manifold knowledge.”1 The English 
cognate cunning woman is based on the same 
ancient root of “knowing,” which also survives in 
the expression “beyond his ken.” It is related to 
know and gnostic and Sanskrit jñana, “wisdom.” ...
 
The 8th century Homilia de sacrilegiis describes 
a Frankish custom of healing mentally ill people 
[demoniacos] by smudging them at old monuments, 
“that is, sarandas antiquas, which they call 
the Greater Ones 
(maiores).”120 No one 
seems to know what 
“sarandas” means, 
but the conclusion 
seems inescapable that 
ancestors were being 
invoked for healing. 
Maiores could also 
be translated as “the 
elders.” The ancient 
sarandas where these 
rites were carried out 
were likely the ancient 
megalithic sanctuaries. 

Grandmother megalith from 
Bellehaye, Oise region
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Chapter 6, Cailleachan, Dísir and Hags: 

In Armagh, people said the Cailleach lived in 
a deep megalithic chamber near the top of Slieve 
Gullion. It was called Calliagh Birra’s House.45 
The highest-placed of all Irish megaliths, it sits on 
the southern summit, where it aligns with solar 
motion. It was surrounded by kerbstones and had 
three flat stone basins within its chamber. People 
visited this place on Blaeberry Sunday, a survival 
of of the pagan holiday Lughnasadh. A lake near 
the summit is also named after the Cailleach, and 
on the western side of Slieve Gullion, the Ballykeel 
dolmen is known as Cathaoir na Caillí, the “Hag’s 
Chair. ... 

The formidable Norns had sway over the entire 
sweep of existence, and over the gods themselves. 
Unlike the Aesir, they are ageless beings. They are 
closely connected with the World Tree, and with 
the Urðrbrunnr, the most exalted of the three Wells 
that lie at the foundation of Being.

A growing body feminist scholarship draws 
attention to the fact that the most powerful and 
active—though usually demonized—female figures 
in Norse lore are the giantesses. They are also the 
most ancient, befitting their strong association with 
Earth. They live underground, in caves, mountains, 
forests, and waters. The giantesses are primeval 
powers of Nature: the nine giantesses in the Tree, 
the nine mothers at the world’s edge, the nine 
waves of the sea. The Three Maidens themselves, 
the mighty Norns, belong to the giant realm. 

Chapter 8, Early Witch Burnings

The cases of Bertilla and Uota relate to a larger pat-
tern of aristocratic women who, while not charged 
with witchcraft, were persecuted, forced to undergo 
ordeals, and in some cases, burned at the stake on 
accusations of adultery. Already in the 6th century 
Gregory of Tours had written of a Frankish woman 
who was burned on this charge. So was María of 
Aragón, the queen of German emperor Otto III, ac-
cording to Godfrey of Viterbo (and this for a mere 
attempt, never consummated). St Florent of Saumur 
wrote that Fulk of Nerra had his wife Elizabeth 
burned on charges of adultery.  
...
Male anxiety about women working impotence 
magic was widespread, and it fueled “the fiercest 
condemnations of women’s power.” Back in the 
9th century, bishop Hincmar of Reims was much 
concerned with impotence caused “by sorcery and 
by hidden maleficia.” He even made it the supreme 
exception to his otherwise rigorous ban on divorce, 
if the spell could not be undone by exorcism or 
medicine. In the 11th century, Guibert of Nogent  
recounted how his father suffered impotence for 
seven years, while his mother refused the divorce 
that canon law allowed her under those circum-
stances. A stepmother was blamed for bewitching 
him, “but the spell was broken at last, not by priestly 
ministrations but by an ancient wisewoman.” 

From the Conclusion 

In spite of everything that we’ve been taught about the profoundly second ary status of the female, what 
women did in the spiritual realm mattered. The wisewomen had oracular authority and healing wisdom and 
ceremonial leadership, even after being stripped of any institutional base. But these female spheres of power 
faced intense challenges from church, state, and from within the patriarchal family. Sexual politics was 
closely bound up with witchcraft, with the gendering of seiðr, with cries of “witch and whore” in England 
and France, and with why the Spanish treated burning at the stake as a female punishment. 

 At the center of the furnace of cultural transformation was the development of diabolism—Christian 
projection of “the devil” onto all ethnic deities. It had a lasting impact. The namecalling of “devil worship” 
formed the template for repressing goddess veneration in Europe and, later, Indigenous religions on other 
continents. It still influences scholarly and popular interpretations of witches, witchcraft, and heathen  
spiritual traditions. 
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More live visual talks by Max Dashu

Women’s Power, Women’s Oppression, Women’s History
We need women’s history to understand how the colonization of wom-
en’s bodies and minds came about. We need it to understand that patri-
archy is not a human default, but a historical process, based in material 
exploitation. That its patterns of domination are a series of overlays 
embedded over time in culture, socialization and behavior, and that they 
intersect with other systems of domination. Women remain divided, a 
necessary condition for domination; and our resistance is still subject to 
silencing and repression. We need to know what women’s freedom and 
authority look like and to recover our birthright of freedom.

Woman Shaman: the Ancients
An unprecedented survey of seers and medicine women in the cultural record—in rock art, 
sculpture, ceramics, seals, bronzes, and codices, drawing back the veil that obscures our view. 
See women making ceremony in the rock art of the Sahara, southern Africa, Spain, and Baja 
California; in Aztec codices, Chinese bronzes, and Indus and Cretan seals.

Rebel Shamans: Women Confront Empire
    Priestesses, diviners and medicine women stand out as leaders of aboriginal liberation move-
ments against conquest, empire, and cultural colonization. This visual presentation looks at 
how Indigenous and Diasporic women draw on their cultural traditions to resist colonization. 

Female Rebels and Mavericks
Audacious women who break the rules: adventurers, witches and wantons, heretics,  
lesbians, women who pass as men in order to practice medicine or roam the world. Dare-
devils, free-thinkers, non-conformists, radicals, insurgents, and visionaries -- a global 

spectrum of bold and defiant women.

Witch Hunts
The early modern witch-hunt Terror was the crucible of modern “Western Civilization.” 
It had a profound impact on women’s status—and bodies, speech, sexuality, and social 
mobility. The witch craze escalated through torture trials, targeting females, the old, dis-
abled, queer, poor, and minorities as “devil-worshippers.” Why is its history not taught?

Women’s Treasures from the Suppressed Histories Archives
Stunning cultural riches you’ve never seen before: women in the the rock murals of Baja 
California, Zimbabwe, the Sahara and the Kimberley; the ceramics of Nok and Ife and 
Jamacoaque; Cretan and Harappan seals, Chinese and Nigerian bronzes; stone sculptures 
of Illinois, Nigeria, and Vietnam; the female monoliths of Ethiopia, France, and Italy ...  

Contact: maxdashu@LMI.net 

Suppressed Histories Archives 
PO Box 5377, Richmond CA 94805 USA


